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UD in the News Oct. 14-20

Media outlets highlighted the expertise of University faculty, with psychologist Susan Davies' concussion research meriting a cover story in a higher ed magazine, and aviation historian Janet Bednarek and economist Marc Poitras tapped for their thoughts on hot news stories? outside the region?.

A sample of the news coverage for Oct. 14-20 is below, and you can click here to view links to all of the University's media coverage for the month.

Concussion Awareness
Private University Products and News
Susan Davies, school psychology

Atlanta's Airport Readies To Become Even Busier
WABE
Janet Bednarek, history

Fayetteville, North Carolina Taxpayers Footing Bill for New Ballpark
Heartland Institute
Marc Poitras, economics and finance

**Admissions officers set out on recruitment trips to boost diversity effort**
*The GW Hatchet*
Rob Durkle, admissions and financial aid

**The costs of cutting back on clean-air efforts**
*Dayton Daily News*
Bob Brecha, Hanley Sustainability Institute

**Commentary: Climate Change And Hurricanes**
*WYSO-FM*
Bob Brecha, Hanley Sustainability Institute

Educational opportunities. Also, Caroline Waldron Merithew was the subject of a American Historical Association member spotlight and Law.com blog Ahead of the Curve and an op-ed in Inside Higher Ed discussed the School of Law's entry into online education.

**A New Phase**
The planning process for the redevelopment of the former Montgomery County fairgrounds has entered a new phase.